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RThe Efficient Frontier

Problem: The efficient frontier (EF) is a resource 
allocation problem where one has to find an 
optimal portfolio maximizing a reward at a given 
level of risk.

How it is Solved: Traditionally, by solving a 
convex optimization problem (optimal solution)



RA convex optimization problem

The convex optimization problems is easy to solve:
1. Compute the portfolio with minimal risk (Eq. (1))
2. if we have budget for risk, increase till we can't (Eq. (2))

In Practice: The parameters of the convex optimization are 
stochastic.

Challenge: Monte Carlo simulation is often used to 
measure the expected reward for a given scenario. the 
cost of running the optimization become the principal 
bottleneck



RLearning the Efficient Frontier

Need for speed 🏁:

1. Rewrite the optimization to work on 

GPU: mostly impractical

2. Learn the optimization directly:

Robustness 💪 ,
Accuracy 🎯 ,
Speed 🏃 &
Flexibility 🤸♀️

Can 

CVXOPT
[LAPACK, BLAS]

Be faster than



RNeuralEF: Reformulating the EF problem...



RThree main ideas:

1) From optimization inputs to Seq2Seq 2) Solving the Seq2Seq problem with 
attention

3) Adjust greedily

Flexibility 🤸♀️
Robustness 💪



REvaluated At scale
Robustness: Example with a "worst-case" predictionTrained on a large synthetic datasets

In-domain Interpolation Accuracy
Portfolio Return Portfolio  Volatility

Allocation

Accuracy 🎯



RThroughput Evaluation and Carbon Footprint
DGAR at scale

CO2 emission on inference: ≈46X time less than the base 
optimization on a desktop CPU 🌎

Throughput at scale

Speed 🏃



RLimitations and Broader Challenges

1) Out of domain Generalization

2) Extend the model to other convex optimizations

3) Accelerate the execution of computer programs that rely 
on the expected value of convex optimizations problems.



RConclusion

We introduce NeuralEF, a model that can learn the EF convex 
optimization problem with heterogenous linear constraints 
robustly

We show how converting an optimization as SEQ2EQ is a viable 
solution to accelerate large-scale simulation while handling 
discontinuous behavior 
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